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Executive Summary
DeFi’s advantages of decentralisation, low transactions costs, product
versatility, and transparency are being harnessed by a growing range of
innovative platforms for trading, insurance, payments, lending, and derivatives.
Nevertheless, major challenges remain:
● Decentralised Exchanges (DEXs) are still plagued by limited liquidity,
capital inefficiency, slow transaction speeds, and high gas costs.
● Although some DEXs (like Serum) use order book to match all option/
lending/futures positions, this still cannot compare with that of major
Centralised Exchanges (CEXs), which however suffer from hacking and
single-point of failure risks.
● Without the presence of real-time and reliable quotes on all tradable
financial assets, DeFi applications will not be able replace centralised
structures, and the discontinuity of price quotes will impede the creation
of reliably priced derivative products.
Holy Grail Markets (HGM) solves these issues permanently with a
comprehensive DeFi platform that offers AMM lending, option trading, DAO
index investing, and AMM gamification capabilities. Built on Solana, the world’s
fastest Blockchain, HGM enables trading of options on all crypto assets, at the
most competitive costs and speeds on the market. In particular, HGM’s binary
options bypass the problem of unreliable digital asset prices by replacing bets
with a simple yes/no proposition, which requires price levels to be determined
only at specific future intervals, rather than continuously. Furthermore, no
actual asset exchanges take place as all option outcomes are settled between
users via the native HGMA token. Users can also opt to invest in DAO-governed
index funds, to gain exposure to the long-term growth of crypto assets. The
execution and settlement of all trades occurs virtually, instantaneously, and on
chain, providing protocol users a completely unprecedented trading
experience.
In addition to the native HGMA token, traders can also stake HLP tokens in
public option trading tournaments with significant prize pools for top
performers. HMG’s innovative Automatic Market Maker (AMM) liquidity program
is designed to boost Liquidity Provider returns by providing liquidity on-demand
to partner protocols. The gamification of AMM adds a layer of entertainment to

the process, while the embedded token burning function supports the value of
the token.
The DeFi derivative niche is growing strongly. The TVL of the DeFi derivatives
market was around $875 million in late 2020, growing to $4.4 billion by the end
2021. Nevertheless, this is still only 2% of the total DeFi market, leaving
significant space for future growth. Thanks to its innovative architecture,
unprecedented product offer, and multiple user functionalities, Holy Grail
Markets represents the start of a new era for options trading, investable AMM,
and DAO index funds.

The Challenge
Crypto derivatives traders face several challenges on existing platforms,
including:
Limited Funding - Existing derivative products do not offer adequate
fractionability to prospective traders with limited budgets. Large margin
requirements, and fixed price option contracts prevent a wider adoption of
crypto derivative trading.
Low Liquidity - Most Decentralised Exchanges may have limited liquidity,
resulting in high slippage costs (bid-ask spreads) which eat into trader returns.
Lack of Transparency - The value of options may be skewed by large (“Whale”)
orders. Other times, lack of credible option pricing algorithms need to
inefficient pricing, which deter prospective investors.
High Transactions Costs - Transaction costs on many dominant blockchain
networks are very steep. Fees on Deribit, the crypto option market leader, can
reach up to 12.5% of transaction value, negatively impacting trader returns.

Holy Grail Markets: A Revolution In
Crypto Staking & Trading
Holy Grail Markets is a groundbreaking DeFi trading platform offering crypto
investors unique features and unprecedented functionalities:

Investable AMM - HGM offers investable liquidity pools as a small portion of
the overall AMM pool, providing additional liquidity and returns to LPs. The
proportion of investable liquidity will be determined by HGM’s embedded
algorithms. HGM will launch with already a number of partnerships using the
AMM LP token as collateral. HGM replaces the classical AMM (ex. Uniswap)
with an enhanced AMM paradigm, with added profitability in the form of
rewards and lotteries, converting the earnings of the AMM into a prize pool.

Options Trading - Options are flexible instruments that can offer significant
upside with limited downside, and which can significantly magnify the returns

of the underlying asset. Among these, binary options are a type of derivative in
which the payout depends on the outcome of a yes/no proposition, usually
whether the price of a particular underlying asset will rise above/fall below a
specified level. The payoff, in case of a positive outcome, is a fixed amount.
HGM users can trade binary options without commission fees, but to do so
must invest in the AMM. In exchange, for the duration of the binary option, they
forego the AMM’s returns.

DAO Index Funds - This is the future of staking - aggregating crypto assets
into a portfolio of staking programs for purposes of diversification, return
optimisation, and risk hedging. Users can choose to stake HLP into particular
index funds and can decide how much of their liquidity goes to indexes, how
much to AMM operations, and how much to option trading.

AMM Staking Gamification - This is a potential game-changer of the DeFi
ecosystem and a very strong driver of trading volumes. Upon staking not
Investable AMM, HGM users earn HGMA tokens in addition to HLP tokens. HLP
tokens can then be staked into binary options for selected DeFi outcomes. The

best forecasters receive monthly rewards, part of a collective prize pool.
Winning bets double the staked amount, losing ones result in the staked tokens
being burned - limiting the supply of the token and supporting its long-term
value. Forecasts made by HLP stakers will be showcased publicly on the
platform, while HLP tokens can also be entered into monthly lottery draws for
additional prizes. The gamification of the staking adds a layer of entertainment
to the crypto investment process and ecosystem growth, which will be a driver
of overall staking activity.

The Solana Edge: How HGM
Leverages A Revolutionary
Blockchain
Holy Grail Markets has chosen the Solana Blockchain as the basis of its
platform. Solana’s main aim is to solve the Blockchain trilemma - creating a fast
and scalable network, without compromising on security or decentralization.
Solana provides a series of tangible advantages for HGM:

Speed
Solana can process more than 50,000 transactions per second (TPS).
Developers say the transaction speed can reach 700,000 TPS as the network
grows. This significantly outpaces many of its major competitors:
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Cost
Solana has an average cost per transaction of $0.00025, in some instances as
low as $0.0001.

Rising Scale Effects
Solana has grown its network to over 1,000 validators, with a blocktime below
1000 microseconds. It is estimated that Solana will be able to accommodate
710,000 transactions per second on a 1 gigabit network.

How Holy Grail Markets Is Built on Solana: The Three
Layer Structure
Holy Grail Marketsis built upon a standard three-layer architecture for DeFI
applications:
● Data - Smart contracts, Web3.JS.
● Logic - This layer routes node-to-blockchain communication.
● Application - React, Bootstrap.

The Holy Grail Market Architecture
HGM’s platform architecture is designed to:
● Offer investors the long-term appreciation potential of the HGMA token.
● Incentivise investors to stake on the HGM protocol with the AMM
functionality and additional token-based rewards.
● Provide liquidity on-demand to partner protocols, making the HLP token
into a cross-protocol asset and borrowing collateral.
● Offer investors a broad range of trading capabilities via crypto-based
binary options.
Schematically, the platform involves the following roles and functions:

Investable AMM Staking Process
An HGM user stakes a token pair (for example HGMA + Solana) into the
Investable AMM liquidity pool, providing liquidity for both protocols.
The users receives in exchange HLP token as a reward.

The user also farms HGMA tokens as rewards.

The earnings from all the Investable AMM pools are converted to a prize
pool in USDC.

Binary Auction Process
The user delegates HLP tokens to the index, and stakes HGMA in a binary
auction based on the performance of indexes.

Winners in the binary auction double their capital, which accrues from the
losing bets.

The prize pool regularly distributes token rewards to all stakers. Users with
higher amounts of HLP staked receive proportionally larger rewards.

All lost HGMA tokens in the binary auction process are burnt automatically,
supporting the value of the remaining tokens.

How Holy Grail Markets Works: A
Clear, Safe, and Intuitive Platform
The Three Participants of the HGM Platform
There are three stakeholders within the HGM platform:
Traders - Traders of options and AMM lottery stakers, in addition to DAO index
fund investors.
Liquidity Providers - These supply assets to the AMM protocol, in return for
fees in HGMA tokens and rewards in HLP tokens.
Governance Token Holders - These adjust the rules of functioning of HGM.
Some portion of the fees earned from the platform are directed to the HGM
treasury, to be used for technological updates and improvement of the trading
platform.

HGM’s Option Architecture & Functionalities
Platforms allowing binary options generally do not contribute to the liquidity
pools of the option buyers, but only rely on creating the option and taking a
commission fee. Because of this, liquidity in a binary option market is driven by
traders that are willing to take directional trades on a given market. This makes
bootstrapping liquidity in a new binary option platforms challenging, because
the overall pool size might initially be too limited to attract additional traders. If
the platform were to add funds, it would incur risks of losses in taking the
opposite side in trades with more sophisticated traders. In addition, limited
pool sizes skew the odds of a determined outcomes, leading to inefficient and
unattractive option pricing. The pool size would have be consistent at any
moment for the market to operate efficiently.
HGM solves this issue by enlisting several AMMs to continuously provide
liquidity for option buyers to work with. With enough liquidity and trading, this
creates a positive feedback loop where more traders join due to the liquidity

present, which in turn creates more liquidity and better trade conditions in
terms of option pricing.
Investable AMM - Automatic Market Makes (AMMs) are platform users that
pool liquidity and make it available to traders according to an algorithm. LPs
deposit funds in a trestles environment and act as market makers, according to
the functions defined in the platform’s smart contracts. AMMs in DeFi platforms
have been able to efficiently concentrate liquidity, improving the trading
experience. However, LPs incur the risks of market making, and trading fees
must exceed this risk.
The Binary Option Advantage - A binary option is a contract that allows
someone to make a trade on a yes/no (a binary) outcome. For example, an
option could be created on the bet that BTC will be above $100,000 on by June
30th, 2022. This statement will be either true or false.

Case Use
A $200 bet on “true” would constitute the “Long” part of the option, a $100 bet
on “false” would mean the “Short” part of the option. On the June 30th, 2022,
the option would be liquidated as follows:
●

If BTC Price 30/6/2022 = >$100,000

●

Long Side = Wins $100

●

Short Side = Loses $100

●

If BTC Price 30/6/2022 = <$100,000

●

Long Side = Loses $200

●

Short Side = Wins $200

The payout ratio is simply determined based on the pool of funds from each side
of the bet. Binary options are useful for hedging and placing simple trades on
specific outcomes rather than holding an asset. Payoffs are made at a fixed ratio,
meaning the traded knows exactly how much the upside, and downside, are.

Why Binaries are Better Than Traditional Options - Traditional options give
the buyer the right to purchase (call options) or sell (put options) a determined
amount of a crypto asset (the underlying), by a certain date (the expiration
date), at a given fixed price (the strike price). While traditional options offer

advantages such a leverage over the underlying’s price (Lambda) and unlimited
upside (for call options), the have significant drawbacks:
● Writing (i.e. selling) calls without owning the underlying (naked call
writing) can lead to unlimited losses, if the underling’s price rises
significantly.
● The presence of a time premium (Theta) means the value of the options
decays as the expiration date approaches. If the Theta, is large enough,
a traded may lose on a call option buy even if the underlying’s rises
above the option’s strike price.

The Establishment Of A Binary Option Contract - HGM operates a
“parimutuel” (from the French term for “equal bet”) system for pricing binary
options, one trade-off is that a trader does not know what the final price of the
option will be. There will be an indicative price offered at the time the option is
opened, but this price will shift as the market moves. In order to counter this
trade-off each market is split into phases.
Establishment - There parameters of the option are set (underlying, price level,
duration) and initial capital is deposited into the escrow smart contract.
Pricing - Traders can place bids in a floating price auction for a determined
time period.
Issuance - The binary option is issued and tradable.
Exercising - The binary option expires and all counter-party funds are released
from the smart contract to the trader accounts, according to outcome.

DAO Index Funds
Decentralised Autonomous Organisations (DAOs) are organisations whose
funding is defined by Blockchain-based smart contracts, which are fully
transparent and visible to all the organisation’s members. All financial
transactions, program rules, and decisions are recorded on an immutable and
tamper-proof ledger. There is no central leadership, but rather collective
governance and voting rights based on the ownership of the DAO’s native
token. The choice of using a DAO is based on its multiple benefits, including
decentralisation, transparency, and democratic decisionmaking.

How HGM’s DAO Indexing Works
DAO index investing has the following roles:
● Index Fund Investor - Provides liquidity to the DAO Index Funds.
● AMM - Represents and investable pool of assets for the index.
● Offchain Investment Engine - Distributes liquidity to the investable
assets.
● DAO - Manages the process of index modification.
The following is a schematic of the process:

In traditional finance, the purpose of index funds is to offer investors a
diversified portfolio of equity holdings within a certain sector, or a number of
sectors, in order to minimise risk and to maximise long-term returns. Exchange
traded funds (ETFs), which are basket of securities that tracks an underlying
index, are considered to be akin to index funds and another form of passive
investment management.
In traditional finance, index funds and ETFs have experienced very significant
growth, reaching a total of over $15.5 trillion in 2020. In 2019, the total
investment in index funds surpassed the total investment in actively managed
funds for the first time in history. Projections are for assets in index funds and
ETFs to reach $36.6 billion by 2025. Data from index funds and ETFs confirms

that they offer low management fees, limited turnover, and generally better
long-term performance than actively managed funds.
In the crypto sphere, index funds mean aggregating crypto assets from (tokens
from DeFi protocols, cryptocurrencies, Non-Fungibile Tokens (NFTs), etc.) and
offering them as a single financial product to investors. The DAO architecture is
advantageous for HGM for multiple reasons:
● The HGM DAO’s members (who own the the HGMA token) have an active
role in deciding the allocation of the HGM Index Funds. Each index fund
is therefore tailor-made to the investment objectives of each HGMA
token holder. HGM platform users actively reallocate the holdings of the
funds based on the outcome of DAO meetings.
● The fees to maintain funds are minimal, with turnover limited to the
decisions of the DAO members regarding index composition.
● HGM will expand the type and number of DAO Index Funds available to
include leveraged index funds (providing magnified returns on the
underlying crypto assets), attracting a wider range of investors.
● It allows HGM users to gain exposure to a broad basket of crypto assets,
and to the overall growth of the blockchain economy, without having to
engage in continuous trading or rebalancing of their portfolios.
With less than $1 billion in crypto index funds in existence, HGM’s DAO Index
Funds have significant growth upside in an untapped market.

HGM’s Advantages
The HGM platform offers numerous benefits to users:
Limited Downside & Volatility - The price behaviour of HGM binary options
replicates that of existing options and warrants on equities, with the same
clarity. The downside to the buyer is limited to the price paid for the option,
while the upside is capped. On the other hand, existing crypto derivatives
require traders to keep restrictive margin requirement (in the case of the
CME’s Bitcoin futures, 50% of contract value), which need to be continuously
adjusted according to the underlying asset’s price fluctuations. Furthermore,
these margin requirements significantly reduce the leverage and upside
investors have on uptrends in the underlying asset price. Crypto futures
traders, due to the extreme volatility of crypto assets, face significant
downside risks, which may result in margin calls or even account liquidations.
Due to the highly volatile and exponential nature of crypto asset price
movements, HGM’s binary options are ideal for providing limited and
measurable downside.
Cost Effectiveness - HGM allows users to trade crypto derivatives in a cost
effective way, thanks to Solana’s minimal commissions.
Trading Strategy Flexibility - Binary options offer significant flexibility to
implement innovative trading strategies, including hedging, option spreads, and
ratio betting.
Maximised Liquidity - HGM offer a Liquidity Pool for each underlying asset
with listed binary options contracts. Users who contribute capital to LPs earn a
significant share of all trading fees collected and also share in additional
pool-specific reward distributions. As more capital enters the liquidity pools,
HGM’s options market become more liquid, more efficient, and more
competitive.

HGM’s Tokens & Their Uses
The HGMA token (Utility & Reward Token)
The HGMA token is a utility token and the basis of the HGM ecosystem. It
covers the following functions:
Transaction Fees - All platform usage fees are paid in HGMA tokens, including:
● Option purchase or sale
● Option settlement
Voting Rights - HGMA confers voting rights in the HGM governance
ecosystem, including control of the treasury.
Investable AMM - All borrowable liquidity is priced in HGMA tokens.
Rewards - HGMA tokens are distributed as a reward for successful referrals to
the website of new users from existing users.
HGM users can acquire HGMA tokens by exchanging other cryptocurrencies on
the platform.

The HLP token (Liquidity Token)
The HLP token is the key to HGM’s AMM gamification. HLP tokens are
distributed to LPs who stake HGMA tokens in HGM’s AMM liquidity pool. LPs
can then use HLP tokens to participate in regular binary option trading
tournaments. HLP tokens won are kept by the users, those lost in the trading
process are automatically burned by the platform - supporting the long-term
value of the token and incentivising further investment. HLP tokens can also be
staked in regular lotteries organised by HGM. HLP tokens are convertible to
HGMA tokens on a 1:1 basis every two months. The time constraint is imposed
to encourage participation in binary option tournaments and lotteries, and to
support the value of the HLP token. The HLP is also used as collateral and
leverage in the internal HGM trading machine and in other partner programs.

Holy Grail Markets vs. The
Competition
Deribit is the market leader for both bitcoin and ether options trading markets,
having a share of over 90% as of January 2022:

The top three players in the niche are affected by a series of weaknesses:
Deribit - Only accepts BTC deposits, not available to American investors, no
binary options.
Bit.com - Limited trading assets, no binary options.
Okex - No binary options, complex products and user interface.

HGM’s User-Friendly Mobile App
All the functionalities of the HGM platform will be available on the HFM mobile
app. This is a logical step as:
● Cryptocurrency users are predominantly smartphone users.
● The fastest growing markets for both crypto adoption are Africa and
Asia, where mobile app use penetration is also growing fastest.

HGM’s Target Markets
Holy Grail Markets addresses mainly two customer segments:

Traditional Derivative Traders & Gamers
These are individuals who trade on at least a monthly basis for their account
and entirely self-direct their trading. Most of the trading is concentrated on
equities, with 55% of the US public owning some stocks. The vast majority of
self-directed traders live in the USA, Europe, Japan, and Australia. Estimates
are that there are between 10 million and and 150 million active self-traders
worldwide. Some of the most popular self-directed trading platforms include:
● Robinhood, which has an estimated 22.4 million users and $80 billion in
assets under custody.
● Copytrading app eToro (where users replicate the trades of other users)
which reached 23.2 million accounts in Q2 2021.
● Market leading discount broker Charles Schwab, with over 33 million
users.
● eTrade, a leading discount brokerage for listed equities, has over 5
million accounts and $360 billion in customer assets.

Global Market Size: 10-150 million individuals

Crypto Traders & Stakers
● The global population of crypto users doubled from 106 million in
January 2021 to 221 million in June 2021, a less than six month period.
● Leading crypto exchanges Coinbase and Binance have 73 million verified
and 28.6 million users, respectively.

Global Market Size: 200+ million individuals

Online & eSports Gamblers
The similarities of binary options to traditional all-or-nothing betting (casino,
blackjack, baccarat, etc.) indicates that there is potential growth in this niche.
The online gambling market is is expected to grow to $100 billion in 2026, with
an estimated 17% of the world’s population (1.3 billion people) having gambled

online at least once. The additional niche of eSports (betting on videogame
tournaments), is estimated to generate $37 BLN in bets in 2025, up from $9.5
billion in 2020. Major players in this niche include Flutter Stars Group and
Bet365, both with over $4 billion in annual revenues.

Global Market Size: 1+ billion individuals

HGM's Go-To-Market Strategy
Holy Grail Markets plans to market itself and expand via a series of proven
strategies that have been used by other trading apps (including Robinhood,) to
create fast organic growth. Our strategy will be implemented in two phases:

Phase 1 - Market Entry (Months 0-3)
● Focus: Traditional derivative traders
● Goal: Achieve via early user adoption
● User Incentive: HGMA tokens for successful onboarding referrals

Phase 1 will involve three main activities:
Collaborations
● Token sale to onboard investors are product evangelists/users
● Partnerships with major trading influencers, online portals, and fora
Sponsorships
● Referral rewards and giveaways for successfully onboarded users
Education
● Contacting trading influencers for exposure.
● Video reviews on paid YouTube channels
● Paid Twitter/Instagram influencer posts

Phase 2 - Target Audience Penetration (Months 4-12)
● Focus: Expand our targeting to crypto traders
● Goal: Achieve mass adoption
● User Incentive: Liquidity, low costs, product offer
Blog
● Weekly articles targeted at crypto traders and derivative traders, and
updates on the platform’s development - to maintain interest in the
product and in the upcoming launch.
Guerrilla Marketing

● Meme competitions
● Merchandise design
● Announcements of partnerships, integrations, etc.

Token Distribution
Total Supply

Initial Market Cap

5,000,000,000

525,000

Distribution

Supply

USDC

Early Backers

8%

400,000,000

0.0025

Private

9%

450,000,000

0.0040

Lucky IDO

1%

50,000,000

0.0040

Public

4%

200,000,000

0.0070

Staking

30%

1,500,000,000

Treasury

15%

750,000,000

Ecosystem fund

25%

1,250,000,000

Advisors

4%

200,000,000

Team

4%

200,000,000

Token Release Schedule
Early Backers

4% week 1 & 2, 8% months 3-13, 4% month 14

Private

5% week 1 & 2, 7% months 2-13, 6% month 14

Lucky IDO

5% week 1 & 2, 7% months 2-13, 6% month 14

Public

10% week 1 & 2, 20% months 2-5

Staking

1% week 1, 5% week 2,3,4, 5% months 2-17, 4% month 18

Treasury

1% week 1, 5% week 2,3,4, 5% months 2-17, 4% month 18

Ecosystem fund

1% week 1, 5% week 2,3,4, 5% months 2-17, 4% month 18

Advisors

10% months 7-16

Team

10% months 7-16
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